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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Two 'perspectives providerth theoretical framework for

this study. Thcirst is-the expanded view of test validity

proykled by 'Messick (1980; 1981). He concludes that

Construct validity is of paramount importance, and expands

notions of construct validity to encompass both evidential

and consequential bases of test interpretation and testuse.

In prior studies related to bias, factor analyses have been

ulsed to confirm that a set of measures is "unbiased" in a'

construct validity sense for different groups.' Caldwell

(1980), for example; presented a confirmatory, factor

analysjsto establisli,the fa.ctorial,stability and invariance

of non-cognitive measures across students grouped by sex and

(ace/ethnicity. The instr nts used were measures-of self-

concept .and intergroup relations, and .the subjects :were

.,fifthgrade students. CaldWell concluded that differential

construct validity was 71.ct demonstrated, since factor;

patterns were invariant across groups. More directly related

to the, present study', 'two analyses.'of career interest,

, measures resulted in different fa,ttor patte-rns for male and
.4.

female adolescents. (Tuck 'and Keeling, 1980; Lybarger, ,

1978). ?Also, Mahoney, Heretick and. Katz (1979) found
-s

distinct factor structures for each sex with a forM of. Oil

Rokeach Value Suryey., However, none of these studies tested
1/4

hyRotheses of factor ,patter,n invariance using a linear

structural relations model. The results are thus. suggestive,

"."



but not confirmatory.
4

The second perspective is that of career- theory, in
.

which there has been an almost efclusive concern with
Ioccupational' roles despite many _studies that, have shown

differences in occupational choic1 e and work pattet18 for

females and males (Tittle, 1981, Chapter "a). Exploratory

factor analyses of combined sets of occupational values,
;

marriage values, and parenthood values examined in this

study resulted in two factors for males which were defined

exclusively by occupational values. For females, the

occupational values were always accompanied by marriage and

parenthood' values .when factors were d'efined. Exploratory

analys'es of each value set separately resulted in different

factor structures for females and males.
4

)

.The present study compjemepts and exteads.*Che analyses
]

,

condacted 1? -0 Tiftl& (1981) LW several ways. Tirst, it
fit

provides confirmatory maximum.likelihood estimates of fator

loadings apd fact -or intercorrelations, based on the factor

patterns found in her exploratory analyses. SecondlPand most

:important' ist"provi,des stat.istical tests: of hypotheses that
. .

factor' structures and patterns of -value are invariant for

female and male adolesents. The thrifirmation of 'diffe'rent

factor structures and patter6s, as well a& different factor

intercorrelations, would have impticafionsfor the 'construct

interpretation of value measures, and ;for thefr usr.,,Aljn

counseling and guidarice.

.
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PROCEDURE

Ihta Collection

Data were collected through 600 face-to-face,,interiviews

of .11th-graders, in the pdblic and parochial schools of New
- ,

York' City. Respondent5 included equal humbersrof students\ of

both sexes, .; equal numbers of white, black, andilispanic

studentsrd equal numbers of low socioeconomic status, and

middle socioeconomic status studevits. The 2 by3 by 2 design

'for 'data coilectiarr,thus h6d 50, studerits per cell.

1.

The -data J'sed in thi'Sstudy were collected in the

'context of a four-part interview: In the first part,

students provided resp'onses tovarious d'emo.graphic questions,

such as a.ge,. 'place of biPth, marital status, religion, etc.
,

and to various questions on the occupational histories of

their mothers and fathexs. In the second part; students were
A ...M.

asked questions about their occupational exp,ectation a.nd

aspirations and about.the existence and nature of persoalal

role models ,

The principal data used here were collected in the
7 -

,third part of the interview. In this pdrt, students ranked

and' thenrated sets of values related to the choice_of an

.'.C. occupation, the decision,_ to marry, ,and the decision , to

became a parent. ?he first set consisted of ten occuppti,onal

yalue.k developed by Katz (1966; 1973). Each 'value, w.as

defined on a Separate 3x5 card, the cards were'plaCed in

front of the student being in,ter.viewed, -a.nd the following

instf.ucttons were given:

4
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THESE CARDS DESCRIBE VALUES; OR --SATISFACTIONS THATPEOPLE MIGHT CONSIDER IMPORTANT IN CHOOSING AN OCCUPATION.

READ 'THROUGH THEM 'AND THIINK.ABOUL WHICH ONES ARE IMPORTANT
.YOU. TELL ME IF YOU FIND ANYTHING THAT YOU DOT UNDER-

STAND'.

The occupalional values were as follows:

High Income An Occupational ValUe -- Some money is
1 '\ important to everyone. But how important are the extras?

People have'different'..ideas about how much income is "high."
So HIGH INCOME is not a specific amount. It means more than
enough to live an. It means having extra money. You can buy
things you don't need.

Prestige An Occupational Value -- If people respectyou, look up to ydu, listen V° your opinion's, or ask foryour help in community affairs, you are a person with
PRESTIGE. Of course, PRESTIGE can be gained in several way.
But in present-day America, occupati'dri is usually the key to
PREST'I'GE. 'Rightly or wrongly, we respect some occupations

,more than others.

Independence An Occupational Value -- Some occupations'give you ',more `freedom than others to make your .own
4 d e c i s i o n s, -Jn ,% same jobs yOu worI-without supervision ordiceCti6n from others. Free-lance artists or writers 'maxwork without supervision. On the other hand, sQl,diers, oppeOplekn big business organizations mly, not bye able to make .many decisions.

Helping Others An Occupational Value -- Most people are
willing to' help 7thers; they like to do-things for .theirfriengs and eighb.ors. But THIS DOES .NOT COUNT HERE. Thequestion here is, Do you want HELPING OTHERS'to be a mainpart of-your work ? -` How muchclo ?du want to help'people aspart'of your job?

I

,SeCurltP An Occupational Value -- In- the most SECUREoccuptinns, you.will not be afraid of,losIng your job. VOL,
do, not"'have to Worry about-bejhg fired or. being replaced bya. machine. You- can count on ,'our paycheck on Friday, and you
know in advance how much it will be.

Varie ty An Occupationa l VIlud Occupations'with thegreatest varietyhaven many different kinds Of activjties
and problems', Many changes and new people.to meet. VARIETY.is the opposite of doing the 'same thing over and over. fyou like--VARIETr, you probably like new things and

and like new problems', places and people.

Leadership An Occupation Value' -- Da you wan to leaol-ft
otkers, tell them what to do, be responsible'for their work?
People who'warit LEADERSHIP usually likq to ebmtrol sthAng's.-If they are_mafure, they -know that RESRONSIBRITY,gdes with

...
_
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LEADERSHIP. They are willing to accept the blame when things
''

go wrong, even though it was not their fault. .

Work. to Your: aim Field of Interes't An Occup"ational
Value. Some people have only ONE MAIN FIELD OF INTEREST,for example, Science; Art, Verbal, Mechanics, Personal
Contact, or Aftirristration. OtWers are interested morethan one field. Most people want to have interestiMnigork,'
BUT THIS( DOES NOT COUNT HERE. Are there several fields in

'itihich you could find) work that is satisfying to you? Or, how,
important is it to'you that your'work is in your main field
of interest?

Leisure An Occupational Value -- How important is theamount of time your occup.ation will allow you to spend'away
from work? LEISURE may include shor't hours-, long vacations,
or the chance to choose yourown time off. To .give a of. high
weight to' LEISURE is like saying, "Th.e satisfact'ion I getOff, -the job are so important to' me that work must not
interfere with them."

Early Entry ApOccupational .Value -- How important isit to you to start Wbrking right away? You can start some
jobs with.vsry little education or training. Others )heedyears of education. If EARLY ENTRY is, important to yoU, you
do not want more education or training. 'if you are willing
to spend time, effort and money for mare educbton, EARLY
ENTRY is not-important .to you.

Students were told to rank each of the occupational
\

values, in order of importance to th.em.-Thenthey .were told'
-

to rate each of the e'en vl'ue's using a nine-point .scale,"
T7with scale points labdqed Not important at all (0) to

/". ~"greatly important" (8).

°After students had finished ranki3ng.and rating the ten

:e eoccupational values, , they were asked ,to do the same thi.ng

with a set of marriage values. Their spe-cific :instructions

were as follows:

WHEN IOU ARE MARRIED (AND HAVE A PERMANENT
RELATIONSHIP) YOU CAN BE WITH SOMEME YOU LOVE. HE$E CARDS
DESCRIBE OTHER VALUES OR SATLSFACTJONS THAT PEOPLE MIGHT
CONSIDER IMP1),RTANT IN-DECIDING TO GET MARRIED: TELL ME IFYOU FIND ANYTHING YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND.t.

The complete tekts for the eleven marriage value,s can
1

til
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be found in Tittle (1981). The he'adings for the values were:

Financial Security; Emotional Support, Helpmate, A Close

. Physical Relationship, Prestige, A Normal Life, A Permanent
4 4

Companion, Children, Your Own Home, Someone to Rely On,--and

A Feeling of Leadership.

Students were told to rank the values and thew to rate

each "one 'on the same nine -point scale Used f or the

occupational values.

The final value set, also developed by Tittle' (1981),

consisted of tvAlve value statements concerned with .the

decision to have chiLrell. The headings for these values

'Weye: A Sense of Accbmplishment, A Sense of Pride, Variety,

Friendship, The Respect of Others, A Stable ,Marriage, A °

Chance to Express Love, Confidence as a Man or Woman, Joy,

Future Security, 'A' Tie to the Fulure, and A Sense of

Importance. The fullAextVofthe value sfatements can be

found: in Tittle (19,81).

Students again ranked the,se values, and then'prOvided

ratings for each on the nine-point 'scale used to rate the

other value sets.

Data Analysfs

,Correlations 'of the ratings' each*pair of values_

. v

ineach drthe three sets were first computed separatioly for

the ,300 male and 300 female students. The six resulting
I

.correlation matrices were then used. to comp,lete exploratory
facto analy'ses of each value set for males end for females.

The SPSS factor- amaly)is program (the, et al.,/ 1975)
e

was. used for all. exploratory anklyses. The principal factor

7
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solutions were rotated to simply structure using the varimax

orthogonal method and the di-rect oblimin oblique method with

several specifications of the degree of correlation among

the factoN.

) Plots' of the varimax solutions in two dimensions were
*

examined .to determine the apparent iletercorrelations- among

the factors. Cosines of estimated angle's subtended by pairs
.

of factors were used to select appropriate obVimin

rotations.

The factor , patterns of selected oblimin rotations were

used to determine the pattern speci\fjcatlons of confirmatory

factor analyses and appropriate starting values foir the

LISREL IV computer program (Joreskog and Sorbom, 1978).

To examine the principal research question of this

study whether factorial structures of value sets are

identical ,orsign.ificantly different for female and male-, .

high, school students -- the correlation matrices resulting
L..

from each of the three value sets were used in five

confirmatofty factor,analyses, as follows: (1) ,The factor

,patern resulting from an exploratory analysis of a

correlation matrix of male students' ratings was spe.cifted

for students of bothsexes in a confirmatory analysis. Rot

only was the male students' pattern'specified for students

of_both sexes, but the factor loadings, correlations among

factors, and the estimated.errar variance of each variable

were constrained to an 'dent cal spfution for both females

and males. These restrictive s'pecifications imply that the

A
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factor structure and loadings that exist for male students

are also appropriate for female students:
'

(2) In. this .step,,the factor pattern that resulted from

the exploratory analysis of male students! ratings was

specified to hold for female students as well. However, the
4*

LISREL IV program was used to estimate lep,arate ,factor

loadings, correlatioas among factors, and error variances of

variables, for male and female,student%th.Lhus the second' step

significantly relaxed the constraints applied in th'e first

confirmatory analysis.

(3) In the third type, of -confirmatory ana]ysis,

separate factors solutions were determined for female and
-V

male students. The patterns of factor loadings determined in

separate exploratory analyses of female and male students'

ratings were used to specify factory patterns for the LISREL

IV program, and 'factor 'corr.elatipns and communalities

_tresulting from these exploratory analyses `were used to

specify starting valties for the CISREL IV program.

(4) This step ir,Lthe analysis was identical
r

first step describedabove, except that a pattern of factor

the

loadings found in an -exploratory analysis of female

students' ratings 'was used to specify- the confirTatory

pattern matrix for both male and female students. In

addition, the confirmatory factor loadings, intercorrel-

ations among factors, and error variances of variables were

constrained to be identical for males and f s. In Step

(4), then, the female factor solution was:ass,umed to apply

to students of both sexes.
A
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e4
(5) `141 t'he final analytic step, the pattern of factor

-

load1 ings idetermi.ned in an exploratory -analysis. of female
, .

students' ratings was again specified to apply to the

ratings of both female and male students, but factor

loadings, intercorrelations 'among factors, and error

variances' of variables were allowed to differ for each -sex

grow -p. This solution wasthus less restrictive than that

required in Step (4), but more restrictive ,than the

specifications of Ste,g,(3).
.

- An importairtadvantage of colifirmatory, factdr analysis

is that it provides a chi - square test of the goodness offit

of a solution. When factor analyses are hierarchically

restri'cti've, as is' true _here, it is possible to use

Cochran's Theorem to,:determine, the significance, of

differences in goodness -of -fit stat'isics. We were thus able

to determine whether factor solutions that allowwd separate,

loadings and patterns for female and male students provided'

sinificapt impl.ovemen'ts An tit, compared' to more-
,

restrictive models that.presbmedidentical value structures

for bot-h sexes.
. .

. :

-
RSULTS AND DISCUSSION

'Confirmatory Factor Patterns

Matrices of factor loadings resdilting' from. -patterns:.

found in exploratory analyses, but .values defgrmined through

confi.rnatory analYses,of femSie and male students' ratings

of ten occupational value statements, are shown inTables 1

"



and 2, respectively, mpanion tables contain estimates of

tntercorrelations. and angular relationships among the

factors, in degrees of arc.

Insert Tables 1 and 2 About He're-

The first occupational factor for female students is

defined by:theincome, 'Presti.ge, 'and SeGliriy values 'All
* .1%

three variables have moderately high loadings on this

factor. These variables are examples of extrinsic. rewards

'offered in great degree by some jabs, and .far less" so in,

others.

The second,occupation61 factor for femalesjs defined

by the relatively high loading of Security, Two -other

values, Helping 41.1ers aid: Wo?k in Your Main Field of.

Interest, also load on this factor. However,- the loadings

are quite small and less than ten percent of the variance. of

either O'f' these variables js contain,ed in a common. fact*

sp(ne. It is interesting. to note that occupational SecUrity

appears strongly in the first two factors that resulted
.

from
. ,

,the analysis.of,....femaP students', Irati,ngs, despite the near:

orthogonality of- these factors and their h\y--Aelgati\eelgat

correlation. Perhaps, this result is a"tonsequence of .the

intriWsid nature of the other values, that load on Factor 2 .

and the extrinsic nature of the other values that load on
1 A

`Factor 1.

'A
The third occupational, values factor defined! by the

female students' ratings is dominated by Leisure, bdt

12

r
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reflects modest loadings of Independence and Variety, and

the very small portion of the variance -of Carly Entry that

falls in the common factor space.' Students with high scores

on this factor 'might. 'be characterized as looking for

interesting .work that does not.play, a major role in their

'lives.

The fourth factor derived from the analysis of female

students' ral,ings of occupational values is defined totally

by theLeadership value. As might reasonably be ,expected;

this factor correlates most highly with Factor 1 (which we

have characterized as'an extrinsic rewards' factor), and is

nearly orthogonal to Factor 2 (our intrinsic rewards

./)factor).

Comparison of Tables 1 and 2 reveals that patterds of

factor lofidings of the ten occupational values are

substantially different for female and male students. The

first factors for both groups have the Income and Security

values in common. But in the Hmale students' ratings,

Leisure, and to a small degree, Early Entry also load on

this factor. It appgars that the extrinsic rewards of work
ir

that are valued by female and male stu*ehts diffbr in their

organization and promirignce. 14,44k_,//

The. second factor resulting from the male students'

ratings is essentiary defined by'the Independence value,

although thrge other variables alsp show small loadings. It -/
/7k '

is interesting to note that a far higher proportion of the

variance of Independence falls in the common factor space in

the inale_ students' rating's than in those of the female

12
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students. Conversely, .somewhat .more ,of the variance of

Helping Others and Variety falls in the common factor space

of the females' ratings. At least in part, 'these' findings

are consistent with treditional stereotypes.

The third factor resultin4'from the males' ratings of

occupational 'values shows high loadings of Prestige and

Leadership. This is in marked contrast to the female

students' pattern, where, Leadership stoo,tal.one. Perhaps

females- associate any outside employment with leadership,

whereas male students find prestig6 in jobs that permit them

to lead others. Alternatively; makes might perceive leader-
.

.ship tobe a component of prestigious occupations.

The fourth factor that§fesulted from the analysis of

male .stdents' ratings was defined totally by the Work in

Your Main Field of Interest value. This factor had

negligible correlations -,with the -first three. factors,.

suggesting that the variable mightbe\I unique significance

to some males.

Tables 3 and 4 contain the results of confirmatory

factor analyses of female and male sedents' ratings of

eleven marriage values., A cursory comparison of the fa or

patterns show%in these tables suggests both similarities'
A

and important differences between them. For example,
%wow'

Financia41 Security, Prestige, Your Own Home, and A Feeling

of Ltader0ip are values common to the first factors defined

by both females' and males' ratings. Although the value A

Normal Life also appears in the first factor resulting from .

13
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female students' ratings, it is a major component of the

third factmr.deftled by male Students' ratings. For female

students, EactOr 1 -appears to reflect a combination of a

quest for independence through darriage (eflected by their

valuing of finvcial security, the opportunity to have,their

own home, and leadership opportunity), and the desire 'to

gain societal approval (as reflected by their valuing, of

Prestige, and'A Normal Life): The similarity'of loadings on

- Factor, 1 in the analysis of male students'-ratings. suggests

essentially the same interpretation. The association of

Prestige and A Normal Life in the pattern found for females,
.

,but not in the, pattern found for males,: perhaps reflects the

greater societal pressure on women to
.
marry, have a family,

;
.

amd conform to the American ideal of a nuclear family.

,Insert Tables 3 and 4 About Here

The second factor resulting from the analysis of female

students' ratings' centers on the emotional benefits to be

gained from a partner in a stable relationship. The valOes

Emotional Support, Helpmate; and A Close. Physical

Relationship have moderately high loadings on' Factor 2.

Statements in the'41.11tions of these three values; e.g:,

'Married people-dan'support each vther during rough times.",

"With someone to help yob, you ,can share these household

responsibfilities."-, and "Marriage can give you a close

0.1

physical, relationship.", all speak to the partnership

aspects of,,a14-flage%'

For male students, thgse same partnership values have

14
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at least moderate loadings'on Factor2, but the definition
,

of the factor is com/k 11.cated-by the moderately high.loqings

of Children and Someone to Rely On. rPerhaps the second
,

factor for, bale students is more.broadly indicative of a

desire 'fo'r stability An the sense of engaging in a

recognized, lasting institution, ° contrast to the-female

students' valuing of the emotional support a mate can

rovide.

The third factor resulting from the analysis.offemale

students'. ratings is defined principally by-their valuing. of

A Permabent Companion and Someone' to Rely 9n,. although

Children and Your Own'Hpme have small to moderate loadings

on this factor. In contrast` to the valuing of emotional

support, as reflected in.ractor 2, this factor appears to

reflect a quest for stibility-and permanence.

The' moderately high loadings of A Normal Life and

Permanent Companion orkFactor 3 in the male solution suggest

that males as well as females might value marriage because

'IA it s sanctioned by society as an appropriate course in

life. To a greater°.degree than is true for females, a period

of exploration and irresponsibility is sanctioned by society

for, males. However; males are socialized to believe that
-

eventually, they should` 'settle dowri with someone

permdnently. Hence the association of permanence and,,

normality.

The tables of intercorrelations among .factors .that

accompany Tables 3 and 4 show a striking similarity'in the

15
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angular 'relationships among the factors that emerged from

the analyses of females' and males' ratings.- In both cases,

the tactors were far from orthogonal. There was a marked

tendency for those with high scores on one marriage factor
A

to have relatively high scores on other marriage factors.

TIle results of confirmatory factor analyses of vatues-.

associated with the decision to have children are shown in.

Tables 5 and, 6 for female and male students, respectively..

For this value sei, the patterns of loadings that define the

first factor are strikingly similar for femkle and male

students. Moderate, to high loadings on this factor' were
4. I

found for The Respect of Others ("Becoming a parent earns'

you the respect pf [your'friends and family]"); A .Stable

Marriage ("Being a parent can give you a stable marriage");

' Confidence as a Man or Woman ( ",Your own child can.give you a

feeling that you are a real woman or man.".); Futlire Security

("When you get old, you can turn to your' children for

:he10."); A Tie to the Future ("Parenthood means you' leave

something of yourself to, the future."); and A Sense of

.Importance ("When'you have children'you become an imp6rtult

person.").' All of these values are associated with the

enhancement of self -image or with the kind of stability that

is gained from social approval for havinglistildren and' a

legacy to the future. The emotional rewards or satisfactions

that can derive from parenthood do' not appear in the first

parenthood factor for students of either sex.

Insert' Tables ,5 and 6. About Here
, -
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Only one value, Variety ( "There is always s.oMthtn,g new

and different in life with chidren:"), is common' to the

CN second 'factors that resulted from analyses%of males' and

females' ratings. For females, Factor 2 is defined

principally by valuing of the personal aChieyement that

derives from raising/children, and the -glory that 'reflects

upon par\ents when their Children achieve. KoweVer, Variety

has a moderately high loading on this factor in the pattern

for females.

For mate's,' Factor 2 is composed of values that reflect

the emotional satiSfaction.of having children. Friendship

("Children can be close friends to their parents."'); A

Chance to Express Love ("You can hug and cuddle young

children;"); and Joy ("A home with'children.can be sunny and

t.hdppy.") have moderately high loadings on this factor.

Variety is also associated with these' personal warmth values

by males.

Factor 3 in the pattern for female students 'is very

's.imilar to Factor 2 in the pattern for males. However the

loading'S. of Friendship, ,A Chance to Express Love, and Lroy

aril' more modest, and-Variety does not appear in .femals'

Factor 3. For males, Factor 3.is similar to females' FaCitor.

2; it is .defined by the high 14adings of A Sense of

Accomplishment and 'A .Sense of Pride. Very clearly then,

males with high scores on Factor 3 value the p'ersonal

accomplishANA s of having children as well as the approval

they might gain through the achievements of their children.

1.7
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The intercorrelation of Factors 1 and 2

substantially higher for female students than for - males.

Otherwise, the correlations among the remaining pairs of

factors are moderate, and are quite similar for students of

both sexes. As was true of the marriage values factors and

the occupational values facto'rs, the factors that resulted

c,froM analyses of parenthood valuesare far from orthogonal.

Statistical Tests

A principal advantage of confirmatory,factor analysis

is that it provides explicit statistical, tests of the

comparability of factor patterns in two or more populations.

We made use of.this,property in examining, the equivalence of

the factor patterns of values for male and female students;

As described above in the Procedures Section, we

conducted a sequence of confirmatory analyses that differed

inIthe models-assumed and the constraints imposed, for each

set of value statements. 'In one analysis we assumed that

the pattern of factor loadings that resulted from a

separate, .exploratory factor analysis of the males' ratings

would hold for female students as' well. We further,required

that the magnitude of the lbadings and the correlations

among factors be.the same for both males and --- females. We
1

termed"this anal4s_i_s (1). 1; Step:(2), we relaxed the

requirement that the magnitude of the factor loadings, and

the factor intercorrelationstbe the same for both groups,

but retained the assumption that the male pattern would

apply to both group;.

18
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tables 7 through 9 contain goodness -o1" -fit statistics

(chi - square values) that resulted from these analysis _steps

and three,others described below, for each set of values.

1,0 Insert Tables 7 through 9 About Here

D

In Step (3), we used, the LISITIL IV computer program to

produce 'stimated factor loadings and factor triter- ,

correlations under the most liberal assumptiqns that the

factor patterns as well as the,magnitudes of all estimates

might be different for students of both sexes.

Step (4) was identical to Step (1), except that the

,role of the male and female models was reversed. Here we

assumed that. the factor pattern determined through an

exploratory analysis of female students' ratings would apply

o to males as well. We also 'required that the magnitudes of

corresponding loadings and factor intercorr,elations be the

same for students of both sexes.

In' the final Step (5), we assumed that ,the female

pattern of factor loadings would also hold for males, but

that the magnitudes of all estimates could differ across the

two sex grOups.

In Tables 7 through 9, th/ chi - square values and

associated degrees of freedom resulting from analyses of

the Occupational Values, Marriage Values, and Parenthood

Values-ratings, respectively, suggest significant deviations

from perfect fit'. of any assumed model. For each analytic

step, the reported chi-square'statistics are 'considerably

larger than their associated degrees of freedom. However, 4

19
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experience -with the LISRELIN program has led many analysts

to :regaisd large chi-square values. with caution. when
. -associated degrees of freedoth are, also' large. An

.

ac- cumulation of small residuals can inflate the statistic,

4 e*.en when systematic deviations -from an hypothesized **model

are not appreciable.
.

Of greater importance to the resear- chvissue examined

here are the chi-square values,associated with' differences

between models. that incorporate increasingly relaxed

assumptions about the compirability of maleand female

factor patterns. For example,' in going fromsStep to-Step

(2), we retained the assumption that the male pattet'n o'f

factdr loadings would also apply.to females, but allowed

the magnitudes of loadings aid factor correlations to

* di4fer. .Fox Occupational Values and Marriage!...Values, this

change did not. result in a significapt improvement in ,the

fit of the model to the data. Somewhat smaller' chi-square -

values re. sulted from the Step.( 2) model, but corresponding

reductions in residual de'grees of freedom accounted for

essentially all of the change.In the case of the Parenthood.

Values, a significant improvement in model < .005)
.

,- was associated With the.changelfrom the,m.bdel uSd in Step

(1) to the model used in Step (2).

In every.case'allowing the two groulik to have separate

patterns of factor loadings, in addition=to separate estim-
,

ates ts, going from Step (2), to Step (3)' -- resulted

in statistically significant improvements in model fit. For..

20
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each set of values,' the reduction in the csquare _value.

, ,

from Step' (2)1to Step (3) was signtficant &tithe '005 level.
.

., iComparison of the goodness-of-fit st.atistici.as s.ociated

<ft

with Steps (1) and (3) is most cehtral,to the questiorpLof
o

whether individual factor patterns provtdea significant

better- fit to the data than do the male modets imposed

both sex groups.'''.*From Table .7 we see that individual models

afford an improvement in fit to the data - on Occupational

Values that is signiffc(an at the .025-level. Tables 8 and 9

show that . individual modqls?proyide-data "tits that are

significantlybetter than the male model(pt4 .005) f'lq. both

mwthe Marriage Vsalues and the Parenthood Valdes. 4
ar

Compadspn of the results' of Steps (4) and (5) Steps
6(4) and (3) and,,,Steps (5) 4;n,d (31" ar# nertineat, Ito the

question of whether indi:vi_d'Uehfactor° patter'ns, and. loadings
provide signficantly better'fit to. the values data than ,do

mode. s derived froM the exploratory analyses' of ,f)emale

students' ratings. The conclusions for the female .,models
"

are virtually identical to those discussed for. ,v0,,e
11
male

. -

.modelS.For all three ,value sets, the individual factor

patterns and loadings,. fit the data significantly. better than

-do the female models. The improvement in going from Step

(4),(f6male pattern and loadings) to Step (3), (individual

pattern and loadings), was significant at the .005 level for

-"N, the Marriage Values and the Parenthoo4 Nalues.v. and at the

-.05 level for _the Occupational Values. Retaining the

requirement that the female factor pattern apply to both

sex groups, but -allowing separate- loadings and factor

21'
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correlations,' did- n-ot result in an improvement in fit that

was statistically significant ,for Occupational Pdlye (see

.Table 7), but did result in significant imrovsments for the

other two valuesets (see Tables 8 and* 0

For all value sets then, srit is clear that the fattbr

patterns and factor loadings resulting- from individual

solutions fo4 male and female students differed` signif-4
icantly.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

. The .results of the present study show that, 4

significantly ;:lifferent factor patterns and loadings are

found from analyses of eleventh-grade female and male

students', ratings of the values used in the Career Decision

Making Study. While ,earlier exploratory analyses of all

three Wile sets gbsed on ratings standarctized within

individuals) also revealed sex differences (Tittle,' 1981,

pp. 283-291), theses results had not been confirmeththrough

systematic,' statistical comparisons'of common and separates

factor analytic models.
r

Factor analysis has traditiOnally played a role- in the

'construct validation of psychological measures. In stud -ies

-of test "bias such analyses have contrasted relationships

among,,the performances of majority and minority groups to

determine whether the same construct was being measured. In

the present study, the differences in factor patterns found

for the two groups raise the question of whether the values

22
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should be treated:as valid measures of the same constructs

when interpreted for females and males. The research

literature onitoccupational patterns of women and men

highlights differences in the types of occupations they

enter, their processes of occupationalattalnment, 4Marini,

1980), as well as differences in their traditional views and

sex roles 13,e.inard,(981). This suggests that differences in

the factor loadings and patterns of female and male

.students,' ratings of occupational values are_to be expected.-

pefindings of this study could-therefore be interpreted as

supporting the construct validity, of the occupational

values, since a common set of factorial relationships for

both'sexes would be inconsistent with criterion behavior.

However, Messick's (1981) expansion of the concept of
0 -

measurement validation, incorporates the requirement that-

evidentiary and, consequential bases for valid test use be

established. This suggests that any a'pplication of the

values to' counseling mpst consider differences ditK their

structural organization for the two, sex groups.' Messick

states that the evidential basis far appropriate test use

4 consists of-construct val-idity plus relevance and utility.

Relevance considers the construct in relation to the

particular (applied)'purpose_for giving a test, and utiltty

is concerned' yittf the rest's practicalitj, in an applied

setting. Relevance can be interpreted on-several levels. On

the most immediate level it may refer to the' student's

--(examinee's) perCepition of the relationship between the

23 .'
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neasure((the values, in this study), the student's response

to the measure (ratings, to this study)/ and .the student's
Spurpose. On another level, relevance is concerned with the

actions the examinees take, or 'don't take, based on their

examination of the outcomes of measurement. In this study, /

the latter interpretation of relevance would apply to the

actions students chose rt-b take in response to an

interpretation of their ratings of the'values. At a third

level., relevance can be interpreted as a requirement that

the information resulting from neasu'rement fit within the

framework' the examinee uses to define the construct. In this
.s.

study, the students would have to be^able to fit the results.

of their rating's into their personal model of the

relationships between careers, marriage:and parenthood. For

example, occupational values may have one meaning if a

student.considqrs the worker role to be the most salient and

dominant of adult roles, but another meaning if the worker

role is less dominant or equal vin salience to other adult

roles; marriage partner and parent. The relative

salience of the worker, partner and parent roles typically .

. differs for females and males."

Other studies of the occupational, marriage, and

parenthood values have shown that the three value sets

overlap to a limited degree. Use of the three value sets nay

,have particularly high relevance for some females (since in

earlier studies there were no factors that consisted of

occupational values only, as there were for males).

. Counselors may be able to assist young women to distinguish

24
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the values that can be satisfied 'in the three, or adult
. -

' roles of viorker, marriage partner', and pa;/rent. For some
%

.

young menuse of the values results in a somewhat different

.framewdrk within whicl) to think about career-related

decw isions and specific occupations. For -example, a view of a

. .N .more egalitari.an marriage arid )a desire 'to undertake. ,undertake
N

. .

responsibility in parenting -change tfie,galience of the

worker .role and hehce the frameworik within -Idhich career-
t_.

srelated d'ecision's are made.

N The difference in the number of factors found for the .

I three sets of values suggrts that further work on allivalue

sets Would be -useful. The number of value staCeme ttLailt

be reduced, and new values might bedefined. The may be

more "homogeneity" in the way .in vhich individuals perceive

marriage and parenthood factors than in the way they. view

occupational factor-S. As Cronbach and Meehl (1955) have .

noted, t'he tak of cpnstruct validation is never completeld:

purposeful modification of the value sets might lead t.o

different conceptiohs of 'the ways in which adolescents
Akio

organize their adult role values.

25
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of Ten Occupational Value Statements

a

TABLE 1

Confirmatory-Factor Pattern of-Female Students' Ratings

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor S Factor 4 Proportion
Error

Variance

,

Income .651 0 . 0 0 .577
Prestige .489 0 0 i 0 .761
Independ. 0 0 ,361 . 0 .870
Help Others 0 472 0 0 .926
Security .588' .717 0 0

.

.363
Variety 0 0 .332 0 .890
Leadership 0 0 0 .678 t.54O
Work in Field 0 .284 0 0 .919
Leisure 0 0 .650 0 .577
Early Entry, 0 0 .225 0 .949

IntercorrelationsAmong Factor'
and Angles Between -Factors

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3

FaCtor 2 . -.264/105*
Factor 3 .599/ 53 -.126/ 97 .

Factor 4 .574/ 55 -.280/106 .433/ 64

*correlation/angle in degrees

1
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TABLE 2

Confirmatory -Factor Pattern of Male Stud'ents' Ratings
of Ten Occupational Value Statements

Variable Fa6tor 1 Factor.2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Proportion
Error

Variance

Income .765 -.141 0 0 .466
Prestige 0 0 .607 ' 0 .632
Independ. . 0 .846 .0 - 0' -.284
Help Others 0 .135 0 0 , .982,
Security .426 0- 0 0 .818
Variety 0, .218 0 0 k .952
Leadership 0 0 .512 0 .738 --,

Work in Field 0 0 0 .494 .756 /
Leisure .464 , 0 0' . 0 .785
Early Entry. .250 , 0 0 0 ,.938

1.

eo-

// Intercorcelations Among Factors
and AnglesBetween Factors

/ Factor 1 Factor-2 Factbr 3

Factor
Factor
Factor

2

3

4

.330/ 71*

.485/ 61.

.206/.7,8
.380/ 68
.176/ sp. ;093/85 f

*correlation/angle in degrees

2
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TABLE 3'

1

4
COnfirmatory FactOr Pattern of Female Students' Ratings

of Eleven Marriage Value Statements

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Proportion
Error

Variance

1Finan. Secur.
Emot. Support
Helpmate'
Physical Relat.

.469
0

0 -

0

.548

.586

.412

0

0

0

a

,.780
.699_
.656

Prestige .652 0 0

,4.83o
.574

Normal Life .397 0 0 .843.
Perm. Compan. 0 0 .697 .514
Children 0 0 .337 ,.886
.Own Home 0 .320 .683
Rely, On . 0 0 ..668 .554
Feeling Lead. :613 0 0 .624

1ntercorrelatjons Among FCktors
and_Angles Between Factors

Factor 2
Factor 3

correlation /angle in degrees

.559/ 56*

.460/ 63 .580k.54

3
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TABLE 4

Confirmatory Factor Pattern of Male Students' Ratings
of Eleven Marriage Value Statements

,---- 'i.

Variable. Factor 1

Finari'. Secur.
Emot. Support
Helpmate
Physical Relat.'
Prestige
Normal Life
Perm. Compan.
Children
Own Home
Rely,On

_

Feeli\ng Lead.

Factor 2 Factor 3 Proportion
Error

Variance
kt

.471 0 0 .778, c- o
0 .272 0 .926
0- .444' 0 .803
0 .468 0 . .781

.545 0 0 .702
0 0 .543 0, :705
0 . 0 .494 .756
0 .459 0 .790.

.549 0 0 .699
0 .518 0 .731

.618 0 0 .618

',.......---...i--..-

e

Intercorrelations Among Factors,
and Angles Between Factors

Factor 1 Factord2

,..

Factor 2
ractor 3

.571/ 55*

.5101'59 .520/ 59

*correlation/angle in.degrees,
10

4"

Jr

/
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(
TABLE 5

4.

Corifirmatory Factor Pattern of Female Students' Ratings
of Twelve Parenthood Value Statements

s,

Variable Factor 1 Fattor 2 Factor 3 Proportion'
Err

Variance

Sense Accomp. 0 .755 0 .430
Sense 'Pride 0 .788 0 .380
Variety 0 .525 0 .725
Friendship 0 0 , .484 e .765
Respect of Other .685 0 0 .531
Stable Marriage .692 0' 0 .521
Express Love. 0 0 .503 .747
Confidence .708 0 0 .498
Joy 0 0 .352 .876
Future Secur. .68i) 0, 0 .525
Tie to Future .497 0 0 .753
Sense Importance .694 0 0 .518

Intercorrelations Among Factors
and Angles Between Factors'

Factor 1 Factor 2

Factor 2
Factor 3

.586/ 54*
.439/ 64 .400/ 66

* orrelation/angle in. degrees

5
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TABLE 5 .

Ns.

...,.

Confirmatory Factor Pattern of Male Students' Ratings
of Twelve' Parenthood Value Statements.

.e

Varia.bl'e Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Proportion
Error

Variance

Sense,Accomp-.*
Sense Pride
Variety
Friendship

0
-....Or

0

0

0

0

:482
.581

.820

.708
0

0

.327

.499

.768

.662
Respect of Other .668 0 0 __ _ .554
Stable Marriage .542 0 0 .706
Express Love 0 .613 0 .624
-Confidence .704 0 0 .50_5_
Joy 0 .692 0 .522
Future Secur. .593 0 - 0 .648
Tie to Future .495 0 0 .755 ,

Sense Importance .667 0 0 .556

5'

i

Interco.rrelations'Amonl Fa,ctors
and Angles Between Factors.

_.

Factor 1 Factor 2

.

(
.. Factor 2 ' .303/ 72*

Factor 3 .. .486/,61 :308/ 72
%,

*correlation/angle in degrees '

el

.

f

.

1,

.2,---

c

r
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TABLE. 7

Goodness-of-Fit Statistics for
Various Factor' Analytic

Based on 'Students' Ratings of Ten Occupational Valuts

Analysis Model Chi-SqLlar.e Valiie Degrees of Freedom

Step (1) Male Model 145.12 84,
Step (2) Male Pattern 123.22 58
Step (3) Individual Model 101.77 .58
Step (4) Female Model 141.43 _ 83
Step (5) Female Pattern 121.39 58

Differences in Goodness-of-Fit Statistics as a Function of
Relaxation of Contraints on Factor Analytic Models,

-'Based on Students' Rating-s of Ten Occupational Values

Change in'Model Chi-Square Value df Significance Level

Step(1) to Step(2) 21.90 26 >-.500
Step(2) 'to Step(3) 21:45 1 < .005
Step(1) to Step(3) 43.3'5 26 < .0 ?5
Step(4) to Step(5) 20.04 25 > ..500
Step(4)to Step(3) '. 39.66 25 < .050'
Step(5) to tep(3) 19.62 1 <' .005

: 1
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TABLE 8

Goodness-of-it Statistics for
Various Factor Analytic Models,

Based on Students' Ratings *of Eleven Marriage Values

Analysis' Model Chi-Squkre Value Degrees of Fr:eedom

Step (1) Male Model 302.86 107
Step (2) Male Pattern 276.63 8
Step (3) Individual Model 223.29 81
Step (4) Female Model 290.09 109'
Step (5) Female Pattern 245.1 , 86

Differences in Goodness-of-Fit Statistics as a Function of
Relaxation of COnstraints'on Factor Analytic Models,
Based on Students' Ratings of Eleyen-Marriage Values

_Change in Model Chi-Square Value 'df Significance Level

,
Step(1) to Step(2) 26.23 25 ' > .25D
Step(2) to Step(3) 53.34 1 < .005
Step(1) to Step(3) 79.57 26 .00.6
Step(4,) to Step(5) 44.94 X23 -.005
Step(4) to Step(3) 28 < .005
Step(5) to-Step-(3) 21.86 11, 5 < .005

4tf

..

8
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TABLE 9
' ,(

.
. _

- Goodness-of:Fit Statistic4 for
Various Factor Analyttc Models, .

.

Based on Students,' Nings' of Twelve Parenthood Values

Analysis Model- , Chl-Square Value Deg'ees of Freedom

Step (1-1

Step (2)
Step (3)
Step (4)
Step (5)

Male Model L
'Male,Rattdrn
Individual Model
Female Model \
Female Pattern '

306.25 129
252.28 102
243-.42 102
296.77. 129
257.09 102

Differences in Go in-ess-of -Fit Statistics as a Function of
Relaxation of Constraints on Factor Analyttc Models,

Based on Students' Ratings of Twelve Parenthood Values

Change in Model Chi - Square Value df Significance Level

Step(1) t.o Step(2)
Step(2) to Step(3)
Step(1) to Step(3)
Step(4) to Step(5) .

Step(4) to Step(3)
St'epc5) to Step(3)

53.97
,.

27 ,< .005,.
-8.86 1 . < -005
62..83 .27 .< .130'5

39.68 .. 27 < .100
53.35 t27. < .005
13.67 *,1 < .005
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